The Design School at Arizona State University was formerly known as the College of Architecture and Environmental Design (CAED), offering bachelors, masters, and doctorate degrees. The College included the School of Architecture, the School of Planning and Landscape Architecture, and the School of Design.

During 1949-50, James Elmore, the founding dean of the College of Architecture, suggested that ASU develop a two-year technical architecture program to "play the role of a forceful pioneer" in Arizona, a state with no school of architecture. During the 1950s, the program became the Division of Architecture and began offering the bachelor of architecture degree in the fall of 1957.

In its first ten years, the student body grew from 45 to 142 and full-time faculty from two to five members. In 1958, the program became an associate member of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture and was renamed the School of Architecture in 1959. The first bachelor of architecture degree was awarded in May 1960. In January 1961, the college's first accreditation was granted. By the end of the second decade of architectural studies at ASU, the student body had grown to 407 with full-time faculty of 21 members. On July 1, 1964, the program became the independent College of Architecture.

Through the next decade, the design disciplines grew and diversified in the study of architecture, urban design and design. In 1977-78, the college was officially reorganized into three separate departments: architecture, design sciences, and
planning. The Department of Design Sciences was comprised of the Interior Design and Industrial Design programs, which moved from the Department of Home Economics and College of Engineering and Applied Sciences, respectively. In 1975, the first Master of Architecture Program was offered as an umbrella for specialization. Areas of specialization were offered in Building Design (Solar Energy Technology, Individual Studies and Thesis) and Human Settlement in Arid Regions (Urban Design and Urban Planning). In 1983, the Arizona Board of Regents approved a change in name to the College of Architecture and Environmental Design to more accurately reflect the depth and breadth of design and planning studies within its programs.

In 1987, the Master of Science in Building Design was established within the school. In 1989, the department was renamed the School of Design. The graphic design program joined the school in June 1996, moving from the School of Art and joining the School of Design.

In July 2004, the landscape architecture program moved to the School of Architecture, and the school was renamed the School of Architecture + Landscape Architecture. In 2005, the name of the College of Architecture and Environmental Design was changed to the College of Design. The School of Design was disestablished and three separate units—the Department of Graphic Design, Department of Industrial Design, and the Department of Interior Design were established. The Graphic Design program changed its name to the Department of Visual Communication Design to reflect the interactive and environmental design of the current graphics profession.

In April 2009, the Arizona Board of Regents created the Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts. This merger integrated the schools of architecture and landscape architecture; art; arts, media and engineering; dance; design innovation; music; theatre and film, as well as the ASU Art Museum. In May 2010, the disciplines of Industrial Design, Interior Design and Visual Communication Design (which had been part of the School of Design Innovation) joined with The Design School to create the current configuration.

Scope and Content Note

The CAED Collection is comprised of 14 boxes and 17 oversize folders of various materials. Included in the collection are eleven separate series covering a range of CAED related activities and events. Series One, General CAED Information, is a general series that includes information about the college and its programs. Series Two, CAED Reports, Plans, Proposals, includes self-study reports and future plans for the college. Series Three, Faculty, provides a brief introduction to some of the faculty at the college, as well as committees within the college. Series Four, Lectures, is comprised of materials regarding specific lectures at the college and the active lecture committee. Series Five, Accreditation, contains material regarding the accreditation process of CAED. It includes accreditation reports from 1973-1989. Series Six, Clippings and Press Releases, is a compilation of from both local and national sources.
Series Seven, CAED expansion, is the most extensive in the collection. Included in this series is information regarding the competition for the new AED building, competition design boards, and also an entire sub-series devoted to the expansion of the AED Library. Series Eight, CAED Publications, is devoted to publications by the college dating back to 1973. Series Nine, Student Publications, includes Extraction Broadsheet and 45 Degrees. Series Ten, ASU West CAED, documents the college’s activities on the ASU West Campus. Series Eleven, Photographs, is a collection of oversize faculty photos.

Container List

Box One

Series One: General CAED Information

Folder One Pamphlets by CAED about CAED, 1996 and undated
Folder Two Pamphlets Regarding CAED Events and Exhibits, 1982-1997 and undated
Folder Five Joint ASU/U of A Meetings, 1991
Folder Six Benefactors Banquet Names, 1983-1989, undated
Folder Seven Student Recruitment, 1988-1990, undated

Box Two

Folder Eight Communications-RFP, 1988-1996

Series Two: CAED Reports, Plans, Proposals

Folder One Department of Planning Self Study Report, Jan. 1990
Folder Two ASU ARCH: Report of the Dean 1974-75
Folder Three ASU ARCH: Report of the Dean 1978-79
Folder Four ASU ARCH: Report of the Dean 1980-81
Folder Five ASU ARCH: Report of the Dean 1981-82
Folder Six Reorganization Plan & Proposal for Bachelor of Design Science Degree (1) 1977

Box Three

Folder Seven Reorganization Plan & Proposal for Bachelor of Design Science Degree (2) 1977
Folder Eight Graduate Program Proposal 1970
Folder Nine Graduate Program Proposal 1972
Folder Ten CAED 5 Year Strategic Plan 1988-93
| Series One: misc. | Folder Eleven | Misc. CAED Strategic Plans, 1 of 2, 1977-92 |
| Series One: misc. | Folder Twelve  | Misc. CAED Strategic Plans, 2 of 2, 1990-95 |

**Series Three: Faculty**

| Folder One | CAED Committees 1987-97 |
| Folder Two  | Misc. Faculty Information, 1980-1992 and undated |

**Series Four: Lectures**

| Folder One | Norma Merrick Sklarek Lecture 1993 |

**Box Four**

**Series Four: Lectures**

| Folder Two | James Elmore Lecture #1 Sept. 1990 |
| Folder Three | James Elmore Lecture #2 Sept. 1991 |

**Series Five: Accreditation**

| Folder One | Accreditation Report 1976 |
| Folder Two  | Accreditation Report 1984 |
| Folder Three | Accreditation Report 1989 |
| Volume One  | Accreditation Report 1973 |
| Volume Two  | Accreditation Report Appendix 1984 |

**Box Five**

| Volume Three | Accreditation Report Appendix A May 1989 |
| Volume Four  | Accreditation Report Appendix B May 1989 |

**Series Six: Clippings and Press Releases**

| Folder One | Misc. 1 of 6 1960-85 |
| Folder Two  | Misc. 2 of 6 1986-90 |
| Folder Three | Misc. 3 of 6 1986-90 |
| Folder Four  | Misc. 4 of 6 1990-95 |

**Box Six**

| Folder Five | Misc. 5 of 6 1990-95 |
Series Seven: CAED Expansion

Sub-Series One: CAED Building Competition

Folder One      General Competition Information      1986
                (including building program)
Folder Two      Hillier Group Proposal Information      1988
Folder Three    Sponsored Room Information            1989
Folder Four     Interiors Programming & Schematic Budget        April 1988

Box Seven

Folder Five     Furniture & Equipment Specs            Oct. 1988
Folder Six      Coover Saemisch Anderson & Hoover Berg Sept. 1986
                Desmond Programming Report
Folder Seven    Misc. Post-Construction Information   1988-90
Volume One      Hammond Beeby & Babka Proposal        Sept. 1986
Volume Two      3D/International Design Competition Estimate Sept. 1986
Volume Three    ASU Art & Architecture Contracts & Specs        July 1968
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Folder Eight Architectural Firm #1 Coover Saemisch Anderson and Hoover Berg Desmond, Mesa, Arizona, Exterior and Interior Views, Sept 1986
A copy of a rendering of interior plus two color photos of model’s north and east elevations
(photos and print on board)

Folder Nine Architectural Firm #1 Coover Saemisch Anderson and Hoover Berg Desmond, Mesa, Arizona, Site Plan, Sept. 1986
(print on board)
Folder Ten Architectural Firm #1 Coover Saemisch Anderson and Hoover Berg Desmond, Mesa, Arizona, Floor Plans, Sept. 1986 (print on board)

Folder Eleven Architectural Firm #1 Coover Saemisch Anderson and Hoover Berg Desmond, Mesa, Arizona, Floor Plan, Levels 2, 3, 6 and Room Identification Key, Sept. 1986 (print on board)
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Folder Twelve Architectural Firm #1 Coover Saemisch Anderson and Hoover Berg Desmond, Mesa, Arizona, Elevations, Sept. 1986 (print mounted on board)

Folder Thirteen Architectural Firm #1 Coover Saemisch Anderson and Hoover Berg Desmond, Mesa, Arizona, Sections, Electrical, Systems, Security/Control, Sept. 1986 (print mounted on board)

Folder Fourteen Architectural Firm #2 Hammond Beeby & Babka Architects, Chicago, Illinois, Site with Elevations and Perspectives, undated (watercolor with color photos mounted on board)

Folder Fifteen Architectural Firm #2 Hammond Beeby & Babka Architects, Chicago, Illinois, Front Elevation, Main Floor Layout, Exterior Detail and Photo of Model Elevation, undated (watercolor with color photos mounted on board)
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Folder Sixteen Architectural Firm #2 Hammond Beeby & Babka Architects, Chicago, Illinois, Longitudinal Section, Ground Level Floor Layout, Detail of Tile, Interior Perspective of Library, undated (watercolor mounted on board)

Folder Seventeen Architectural Firm #2 Hammond Beeby & Babka Architects, Chicago, Illinois, East Elevation, Mezzanine Floor Layout, Perspective of Adjoining Bridge, Detail of Building Trim, undated
Folder Eighteen Architectural Firm #2 Hammond Beeby & Babka Architects, Chicago, Illinois, North Elevation, 2nd level Floor Layout, Exterior Views, undated

Folder Nineteen Architectural Firm #2 Hammond Beeby & Babka Architects, Chicago, Illinois, South Elevation, 3rd Level Floor Layout, Interior and Exterior Details, undated
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Folder Twenty Architectural Firm #3 Hillier Group, Princeton, New Jersey, Elevations, undated

Folder Twenty-one Architectural Firm #3 Hillier Group, Princeton, New Jersey, Sections, undated

Folder Twenty-two Architectural Firm #3 Hillier Group, Princeton, New Jersey, Entry Level and Lower Level Floor Plans, undated

Folder Twenty-three Architectural Firm #3 Hillier Group, Princeton, New Jersey, Second Level and Third Level Floor Plans, undated

Folder Twenty-four Architectural Firm #3 Hillier Group, Princeton, New Jersey, Fourth Level Floor Plan, undated

Series Seven: CAED Expansion (continued)

Sub-Series Two: New AED Library
Box Eight

Folder One  Project Manual  May 10, 1985
Folder Two  Library/Archives 5 Year Plan  June 9, 1980
Folder Three  Architecture Libraries: Scope, Organization, Standards  Nov. 1983
Folder Four  Misc. Correspondence  1986-89
Folder Five  Misc. Meeting Minutes  1987-89
Folder Six  Requests For Proposals  1989
Folder Seven  Furniture & Equipment Requirements  1987-89
Folder Eight  Equipment Manufacturer Specs.  1989

Box Nine

Series Seven: CAED Expansion

Sub-Series Two: New AED Library

Folder Nine  Scope of Work, Budget, and Cost Information 1987-89
Folder Ten  Misc. Drawings and Sketches 1987
Folder Eleven  New Library Photos Aug. 1994
Folder Twelve  Miscellany 1986-88

Series Eight: CAED Publications

Folder One  Landscape Ecology Forum Feb. 15, 1990
Folder Two  “Random Forum” 1973
Folder Three  Proceedings from Western Conference of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, 1979
Folder Five  Solar Oriented Architecture 1975
Folder Six  ASU Architecture Student/Faculty Handbook 1960-61
Volume One  Earth Integrated Architecture, 1 of 2  1975

Box Ten

Volume Two  Earth Integrated Architecture, 2 of 2  1975
Volume Three  CAED: The First 25 Years, 1993
              Series I, 1981
Volume Six  Earth Sheltered Buildings: Technical Papers  
Series III, 1981

Box Eleven (OVERSIZE)

Series Eight:  CAED Publications

Folder Seven  Mounted Exhibit Boards, Masonry Farm House  
Description and Plans, John Carney & Associates,  
undated
Folder Eight  Silver Jubilee Exhibit Mounted Photo, Main Post Office,  
Ceres, CA, Night View, 1983
Folder Nine  Silver Jubilee Exhibit Mounted Photo, Main Post Office,  
Ceres, CA, Day View, 1983
Folder Ten  Silver Jubilee Exhibit Mounted Photo, Main Post Office,  
Ceres, CA, Day View, 1983
Folder Eleven  Silver Jubilee Exhibit Mounted Photo, Roselle Middle  
School, 1983
Folder Twelve  Mounted Exhibit Board, Urban Design Forum Cover, 1989

Box Twelve

Series Nine:  Student Publications

Folder One  Extraction Broadsheet. Various Issues  
1990-94
Folder Two  45 Degrees. Various Issues  
1984-1990
Volume One  Some Energy Considerations Collected by Some Fifth  
Year Architecture Students, Fall 1973
Volume Two  College of Architecture Student Work 1980

Box Thirteen (OVERSIZE)

Series Nine:  Student Publications

Folder Three  45 Degrees. Various Issues  
1983-84
Folder Four  45 Degrees. Various Issues  
1984-85
Folder Five  45 Degrees. Various Issues  
1985-86
Folder Six  45 Degrees. Various Issues 1986-87
Folder Seven  Random Forum 1970, Extraction Broadsheet, Feb.-May 1991

Box Fourteen

Series Ten: ASU WEST CAED

Volume One  ASU West Arch. Classroom Laboratory/Computer Center Program Report, 1988
Volume Two  ASU West Arch. Faculty Office/Administration Building Program Report, Nov. 1988
Volume Three  ASU West Arch. Faculty Office/Administration Building Program Report. Supplement-Space Standards, Nov 1988

Box Fifteen (OVERSIZE)

Series Eleven: Photographs

Folder One  Faculty Photos: James W. Elmore, Milton D. Cowenstein, John I. Yellott, Bennie M. Gonzales, Marcus Whiffen, Gerald C. Clark, Paolo Soleri

Finding aid by Brent C. Harris, February 10, 1999
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